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The research in Arti�cial Intelligence and Computer Science has al�
ways paid special attention to formalisms for the structured representa�
tion of information� In Arti�cial Intelligence� the investigation of such for�
malisms began with semantic networks and frames� which have been in�
�uential for many formalisms proposed in the areas of knowledge repre�
sentation� databases� and programming languages� and developed towards
formal logic�based languages� which will be called here Description Logics��
Basically� Description Logics represent knowledge in terms of objects �in�
dividuals� grouped into classes �concepts� and pairs of objects grouped into
relations �roles�� Classes are denoted by using appropriate constructs� In�
terdependencies between classes �such as inclusion� disjointness� etc�� are
established by means of assertions �i�e�� axioms��

Two main advantages in using structured formalisms for knowledge rep�
resentation have been advocated� namely� epistemological adequacy� and
computational e	ectiveness� In the last decade� many e	orts have been de�
voted to an analysis of these two aspects� In particular� starting with 
���
the research on the computational complexity of the reasoning tasks associ�
ated with Description Logics has shown that in order to ensure decidability
andor e�ciency of reasoning in all cases� one must renounce to some of the
expressive power 
��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� These results have led to a de�
bate on the trade�o	 between expressive power of representation formalisms
and worst�case e�ciency of the associated reasoning tasks� This issue has
been one of the main themes in the area of Description Logics� and has led to
at least four di	erent approaches to the design of knowledge representation

�Terminological Logics� and Concept Languages are other possible names�
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systems�

� In the �rst approach� the main goal of a Description Logic is to o	er
powerful mechanisms for structuring knowledge� as well as sound and
complete �but possibly non terminating� reasoning procedures� Little
attention is paid to both decidability and computational complexity of
the reasoning procedures� Systems like OMEGA 
�� can be considered
as following this approach�

� The second approach advocates a careful design of the Description
Logics so as to o	er as much expressive power as possible while re�
taining the possibility of sound� complete� and e�cient �often polyno�
mial in the worst case� inference procedures� Much of the research on
CLASSIC 
��� follows this approach�

� The third approach� similarly to the �rst one� advocates very expres�
sive languages� but� in order to achieve e�ciency� accepts incomplete
reasoning procedures� LOOM 
��� and KL�ONE 
��� are representa�
tives of this approach� No general consensus exists on what kind of
incompleteness is acceptable� Perhaps� the most interesting attempts
are those which resort to a non�standard semantics for characterizing
the form of incompleteness 
��� �� ����

� Finally� the fourth approach is based on what we can call �the ex�
pressiveness and decidability thesis�� and aims at de�ning Description
Logics that are both very expressive and decidable� i�e�� designed in
such a way that sound� complete� and terminating procedures exist
for the associated reasoning tasks� Great attention is given in this
approach to the complexity analysis for the various sublogics� so as
to devise suitable optimization techniques and to single out tractable
subcases� This approach is the one followed in the design of KRIS

��� and more recently in the design of FaCT 
��� ���� DLP 
���� and
RACE 
����

Here we focus on the research that adheres to the fourth approach� This aims
at both identifying very expressive Description Logics with decidable asso�
ciated decision problems� and characterizing the computational complexity
of reasoning in such Description Logics�

A major advancement in dealing with expressive and decidable Descrip�
tion Logics has been given by Schild who singled out a tight correspon�
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dence between Description Logics and Propositional Dynamic Logics� 
����
Propositional Dynamic Logics are Modal Logics speci�cally designed for
reasoning about program schemes 
���� The correspondence is based on the
similarity between the interpretation structures of the two kinds of logics�
at the extensional level� objects in Description Logics correspond to states
in Propositional Dynamic Logics� whereas connections between two objects
correspond to state transitions� At the intensional level� classes correspond
to propositions� and roles corresponds to programs� As a consequence of
this correspondence� the large body of research on Propositional Dynamic
Logics� and more generally Modal Logics� can be exploited in the context of
Description Logics� And� conversely� the work on Description Logics� such
as the work on tractabilityintractability of Description Logics 
��� ���� can
be used in the context of Propositional Dynamic Logics and Modal Logics�

Starting from this correspondence several expressive but still decidable
Description Logics have been obtained� These are summarized by Figure ��
The weaker logics are at the bottom of the �gure while the stronger ones
are at the top� A line between two logics denotes that the logic above is an
extension of �in the sense that it has more constructs than� the logic below�

For each of the logics in the picture EXPTIME�decidability of logical
implication �and all usual reasoning tasks� has been established� Let us
brie�y introduce these logics�

ALC is a very well known Description Logic 
���� It includes boolean
constructs �union� intersection� and complement�� existential quali�cation
and universal quali�cation for building complex concept expressions� while
roles can only be atomic� ALC corresponds to the well�known modal logicKi


���� which is the basic normal multimodal logic 
��� ��� ��� ���� Satis�ability
of an ALC concept �satis�ability of a Ki formula� is known to be PSPACE�
complete while logical implication for ALC �for Ki� is EXPTIME�complete�

C is the Description Logic obtained from ALC by adding the following
role constructs� union� chaining� re�exive transitive closure� and identity role
over a concept �see 
��� ���� C corresponds to the Propositional Dynamic
Logic PDL� which is the original Propositional Dynamic Logic introduced in

���� All the usual reasoning tasks in C �PDL� are known to be EXPTIME�
complete�

�ALC is obtained from ALC by adding two concept constructs denoting
the least �xpoint and the greatest �xpoint of concept expressions� Notably�
the �xpoint constructs allow for recursive concept de�nitions� Observe that

�We use the term Propositional Dynamic Logics in a slightly more general sense then

usual� so as to include the basic multimodal logic Ki� and modal mu�calculus�
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CF ����CI ���� ��� �ALC ���� �	� ���

C ����

ALC ��	� ��� ���

CIF ��
�

CIQ�ABox ����

CIF�ABox ���� CIQ ���� �ALCQ ����

�ALCF ����

�ALCIF ��	� ���

�ALCIQ ����

�DLR ����

DLR�ABox ����

CIO ��� CFO ���

DLR ���� �CVL ����� CAT S �����

Figure �� Description Logics derived from the correspondence
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even if no role constructs are present� �ALC is actually an extension of C�
since all concepts denotable in C are also denotable in �ALC� Indeed using
�xpoints we can emulate all role expressions occurring in a C concept� The
corresponding Propositional Dynamic Logic is the modal mu�calculus 
����
which is known to be decidable and EXPTIME�complete� The correspon�
dence was derived independently by both Schild and the author in 
��� and

��� respectively�

The other Description Logics �and corresponding Propositional Dynamic
Logics� in Figure � are obtained from C and �ALC �PDL and modal mu�
calculus� by adding constructs either on concepts �formulae� or roles �pro�
grams�� The presence of such constructs is re�ected in the name of the
logic�

I in the name of a logic indicates the presence of inverse roles �con�
verse programs in Propositional Dynamic Logics�� In all Description Logics
introduced that include inverse roles� there is a perfect symmetry between
atomic roles and their inverses� in the sense that all constructs dealing with
atomic roles� deal with inverse of atomic roles as well� Similarly for the
corresponding Propositional Dynamic Logics�

F in the name of a logic indicates the presence of functional restrictions�
In Description Logics� a functional restriction forces a speci�ed atomic role
or its inverse to be functional wrt the individuals that satisfy it� Similarly
for the corresponding Propositional Dynamic Logics� Observe the di	erence
between functional restrictions on atomic programs and the assumption that
atomic programs are deterministic� characterizing the so called Determin�

istic Propositional Dynamic Logics 
��� The �rst allows for imposing the
functionality of a given program locally �i�e�� wrt states that are forced to
satisfy the restriction�� while the latter assumes the functionality of each
atomic program once and for all �i�e�� for all possible states��

Q in the name of a logic indicates the presence of quali�ed number restric�

tions� Quali�ed number restrictions have a corresponding notion in Modal
Logics� the graded modalities 
��� ��� ��� ���� Though� to our knowledge�
full��edged Propositional Dynamic Logics that include graded modalities
were �rst studied in the context of Description Logics�

O in the name of a logic indicates the presence of special atomic concepts
�formulae� called names denoting exactly a single individual� Note that by
means of names� ABoxes �collections of membership assertions�� and con�
structs involving single individuals as ONE�OF or FILLS can be represented�
Names corresponds to nominals in Modal Logics 
�� ��� �� ��� ���� Proposi�
tional Dynamic Logics with nominals are called Combinatory Propositional

Dynamic Logics 
��� ��� ���� The results on names obtained in the context
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of Description Logics closed some open problems related to Combinatory
Propositional Dynamic Logics� by characterizing the computational com�
plexity of Deterministic Combinatory Propositional Dynamic Logic �which
is easily reduced to CFO�� and establishing the decidability and character�
izing the computational complexity of Converse Combinatory Propositional

Dynamic Logic �which is easily reduced to CIO�� Observe that the compu�
tational characterization of the Description Logics with both inverses and
functional restrictions remains an open problem� The only known result is
the NEXPTIME�hardness of CIFO 
����

DLR is a logic that slightly departs from usual Propositional Dynamic
Logics� since roles �programs� are replaced by n�ary relations� The logic
allows for building boolean combinations of relations and for stating asser�
tions on such boolean combinations� Although negation of a n�ary relation
is allowed� it is de�ned essentially as a di	erence� so as not to introduce�
as a side e	ect� the ability to denote the universal n�ary relation� by means
of a boolean expression of relations� This logic has been de�ned with the
intent of providing a formal counterpart of conceptual data models used
in databases �such as the Entity�Relationship Model�� and is well suited for
being integrated with relational databases 
���� By extending DLR with �x�
points we get �DLR 
���� Interestingly also for DLR and �DLR �as well as
for the less expressive variants CVL 
��� and CAT S 
���� logical implication
�and hence all usual reasoning tasks� is EXPTIME�complete�

Finally� it is worth mentioning that� apart from the results above� the
correspondence between Description Logics and Modal Logics is generating
quite interesting works� such as 
��� on expressiveness characterization of
Description Logics that are not propositionally closed� or 
��� that looks at
the guarded fragments as a form of Description Logics with n�ary relations�
or 
�� on very general conditions for combining Description Logics constructs
without losing decidability� just to mention a few�
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